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Book 14 

  



 

In New York, Enigma is held hostage by Crossfire, one of the world’s 

most dangerous spies, while his henchmen, Jack O’Lantern and 

Titanium Man, lead an assault to abduct Chatting Marks, who is under 

the guard of Moondragon and Spider-Woman. And, amidst all this, 

SHIELD, Hydra, the Commission of Superhuman Affairs, and Latveria’s 

Prime Minister, Lucia Von Bardas, have their own designs that remain 

to be fully revealed.  The actions that take place today will inform the 

decision of many politicians who are on the fence about an 

international Superhuman Registration Act. 
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LONDON, ENGLAND 
 

SHOOMP! PSIONEX ARRIVED in their low-tech home base via Asylum’s darkforce 

powers. It looked like the the inside of a nuvo auto dealership but without the 

cars. There were two simple computer stations with one large monitor in between. 

The ceiling was forty feet above the floor. Sparse, art deco furniture was placed in 

nice settings throughout the air-conditioned, windowless facility. Mathemaniac 

lay comatose on a medical bed that now rested on the shiny, gray-toned floor. The 

only  non-neutral colors in the base was the red and blue furniture. Coronary and 

Pretty Persuasions callously walked away from their allies to go about their 

personal business.  

 

Coronary grumbled, “That was a bust. We didn’t even get to kill anyone.” 

 

Asylum, more the silent type, spoke up as his ethereal body minimized into a 

more human shape. “Stop. Both of you,” the gold-masked mutant said in a smoky 

voice. “Coronary, you will stabilize the team. Impulse, contact our mentor. We 

need to initiate mental restructuring now.” 

 

Pretty was perturbed as she turned around in obedience to her leader’s command. 

She dusted off some blue, dusty residue from her smooth skin as she sat on a 

sapphire-upholstered Scalamandre Custom designed lounge chair. “Whatever. 

What the @#$% is that green guy supposed to be? He has like every power in the 

whole, damn book.” She looked down at her arms. “And what the heck is this 

blue stuff?” 

 

Impulse patted the dust off of his costume. “I think that crystal guy got blown 

away by the loud mouth. Good! Hope someone died,” the speedster said as he 

pressed a button on the computer console.  

 

The team looked at the monitor as their mentor’s face appeared and began to 

speak. “Chatting’s new bodyguards are quite formidable. And the female telepath 

wasn’t even present.” 

 

Coronary giggled. “Sounds like you are afraid, boss.” 

 

The voice responded with anger. “Fear is a primal emotion of which I have no 

part in! We have taken the measure of half of their crew. The other half has their 

hands full in New York as we speak. I need to plan our next move. All of you, 

report to the rest chamber. I will initiate mental restructuring from my remote 

location. Be ready for your next mission directives.” The mentor disconnected the 

communication. 

 

“If we weren’t paid so well, I would tell the boss to go screw themself,” Coronary 

said. 



 

Asylum drifted next to Mathemaniac. “Enough, braggadocio, Coronary. We were 

created for a specific purpose. We have been generously compensated. So, do 

your part. Heal us. Then we can do our jobs and be done with it.” 

 

Psionex exited the main room and headed for the rest chamber for mental 

reconditioning.  

 

IN THE PENTHOUSE IN THE BUILDING NEXT TO U.N.PLAZA 
 

 
 

CROSSFIRE AND ENIGMA looked down at the warzone far below. Jack O’Lantern 

and Titanium Man recently assaulted the front of U.N.Plaza. Fire and smoke now 

owned the street far below. Crossfire was pleased. “My agents, Titanium Man and 

Jack O’Lantern, will strike more fear into the hearts of the diplomats. There is no 

better tool than terrorism to inspire rushed decision making. The international 

superhuman registration act will be affected. Pesky mutants and marvels shall be 

no more.”  

 

Enigma placed her hand on the floor to ceiling window as she watched the smoke 

rise. She couldn’t hear the chaos below. But she could imagine the injured and 

shocked screaming in fear.  

 

The mastermind of the morbidity smiled at Enigma as he ordered Luke to take her 

weapon. “You, Enigma, are a bad actress,” he said as he clicked his fingers. A 

batch of muscled thugs entered the spacious, carpeted room. “Let’s hope you are a 

better fighter.” The goons surrounded Enigma. “Take her. And make it painful. 

Then transport her to my secret facility for...reconditioning.” 



 

WHILE ON THE STREETS 
 

JACK O’LANTERN CACKLED as he stood atop his glider and sped toward the gaping 

hole that now existed in the front of the U.N. building. Smoke billowed out as evil 

rushed in. “Good work, Tit-Man. Now I will go in and grab our prize.” 

 

“It is Titanium Man, Jack O’Lantern,” the armored antagonist yelled in his thick, 

Russian accent. “Do not mistake our current partnership as a jovial friendship or 

you will be on the receiving end of my weapons array.” 

 

“Geez. Can’t take a joke,” the pumpkin-headed man responded.  

 

“Fortunately, I can take a joke. In fact, I can take two jokes. As in, take you two 

jokers down!” Bursting from the smoky destruction, U.S.Agent charged! He 

unleashed his Vibranium shield to maximize punishment on the twin terrorists.  

 

The shield harmlessly bounced 

off of the Russian-made villain’s 

hide PLANG! but swiftly 

ricocheted directly into Jack 

O’Lantern’s neck THWACK! 

before returning to U.S.Agent’s 

waiting hand. Jack O’Lantern fell 

from his glider and landed on top 

of a rubble-strewn NYPD vehicle 

CRUUUNCH! 

 

Titanium Man cared less about his fallen ally and more about his damaged pride. 

“Let us see if you find my concussive blast funny, Captain America!”  

 

U.S.Agent was stunned into silence by the incorrect assumption. “Wha…?” 

 

The green-armored villain shut down his flight, slammed into the street 

KROOM!, reallocated power to his arm gauntlets and fired at the star-spangled 

hero! U.S.Agent brought his shield up just in time to deflect SHANG! the 

pulverizing blast and redirect it towards Jack O’Lantern. Jack O’Lantern reacted 

quickly. He dove from the top of the police car while tossing a grenade at 

U.S.Agent. The police car was blown to pieces BA-CHOOM! by Titanium Man’s 

reflected blast. People ran in every direction from the deadly shrapnel as Jack’s 

grenade arched downward toward the Agent. The patriotic super-agent leapt into 

the air, placed his shield face-side-up, mounted it like a skateboard and landed on 

the bouncing grenade. PA-DOOSH! The explosion of the pumpkin-shaped 

grenade catapulted the Agent and his shield into the air. Agent landed feet first 

into Jack O’Lantern’s domed helmet SMASH!, flipped, and ended up on his feet 

just as Jack painfully skid backwards ten meters over the concrete. The shield fell 



perfectly in U.S.Agent’s hand. “Captain America, my arse! I’m U.S. friggin’ 

Agent! Remember it!” 

 

AND LOOKING DOWN FROM A DEBRIEFING ROOM IN U.N. 

PLAZA... 
 

CARTWRIGHT, GYRICH AND their staff had recently got back to their feet after 

being felled by Titanium Man’s initial assault. Now, they gazed down at the battle 

between the two mercenaries and their star agent. A rousing cheer erupted as 

U.S.Agent delivered a damaging kick on Jack O’Lantern. Gyrich exclaimed, 

“You show those high-tech stumblebums what’s what, Mr. Walker!” even though 

his words of encouragement couldn’t be heard through the tempered glass. 

 

Cartwright was serious. “I hope he can handle those two. Voorhees, get me a 

report on these armored clowns.” The General did not get a response. He looked 

through his staffers. “Voorhees?” The pasty-skinned agent was nowhere to be 

seen. 

 

OUTSIDE ON THE STREET 
 

TITANIUM MAN AND Jack O’Lantern flanked U.S.Agent. Agent offered a mean 

grin as he gripped his shield. The good and bad faced off like cowboys in an old 

western. The street cleared of humans. East 42nd was now a battleground. The 

high-tech mercenaries hadn’t noticed that their flag-splayed opponent managed to 

face them away from the U.N.   

 

Spider-Woman came bursting forth from the U.N. like a marathon sprinter. She 

leapt at Titanium Man and landed square on the back of his head while emitting 

her patented bio-blast on his armor. The two rolled forward into a parked transit 

bus KET-TASH! Spider-Woman prepared to jump clear. But Titanium Man, 

fueled by rage at the surprise attack, swung his arms in a wide flex. POW! Spider-

Woman was knocked up through a lamp post and through a glowing green 

Starbucks sign across the street FWACKT! The battered heroine landed in a pile 

of packaged coffee beans TOOSH! in between a barista’s station and counter. She 

heard Moondragon in her head.  

 

*That looked rather painful. You can really take a hit,* Moondragon said from 

her spot inside the U.N. building. She was tasked with protecting Chatting while 

Spider-Woman assisted U.S.Agent. 

 

After standing up, Spider-Woman popped the joints in her neck to ease the 

tension. *Less mocking. More planning. Is everyone linked in?* 

 

*You freaks are in my head.* U.S.Agent responded. He had never been linked 

telepathically before. And the ladies were starting to see why no one wanted in 

the former soldier’s head. *Good. You can see what I really think of you.* 



 

*Everyone present with the exception of Enigma,* Moondragon said. *She is still 

in her invisible mode. If she is in trouble, I am sure she will allow me to track 

her.* 

 

 

ENIGMA LEAPT INTO the air as the goons charged. She performed a spinning one-

handed handstand using the head of one of Crossfire’s goon as a balance point. 

“Are you making trouble for me, guys?” Her body twisted as she vaulted over the 

mob of bruisers. Before Luke could flinch, Enigma landed next to him and placed 

his arm in a lock, the same arm that held her marble launcher. “Pardon me. I need 

use of my weapon.” She forced the IT guy to aim at the mob of goons. POOT! 

POOT! She shot two gas marbles directly into the mob. POOSH! The goons 

gagged and coughed as Enigma yanked the weapon with a violent twist that sent 

Luke spinning away into a coffee table PRRKKT!. “Since Crossfire is controlling 

you, I will not maim you, Luke.” Enigma continued the inertia of the maneuver, 

performed a slick pirouette extending her left leg with ballerina flair, and 

SMACKed Crossfire’s headgear with her foot as she secured her weapon. As 

expected, her COM system was restored. She could hear the chatter of Latverian 

security even though the gagging and coughing from the downed goons made 

hearing difficult. 

 

Crossfire had spun with Enigma’s kick ending his rotation by drawing out a 

handgun from his rear holster. KLIK! He fired at Enigma. POW! Enigma didn’t 

slow for an instant. She bent away from Crossfire’s shot. The bullet impacted a 

goon who was charging from behind SPAK! sending the thug on his back as she 

continued her spin, leg outstretched, to deliver another blow to Crossfire. This 

time she used her savate-style martial arts to connect with the back of his neck. 

Using all of her significant leg and abdominal strength, she applied her full weight 

to the maneuver. Crossfire’s head and torso were forced down as Enigma pivoted 

up while arming her hand weapon KLA-KLIK! Crossfire smashed into the 

ground. Enigma brought her knee down on the back of his head pinning him to 

the floor while shooting his hand that held the auto pistol POW! The villain 

screamed in pain as flesh, blood and bone spattered along the floor. 

 

 

SPIDER-WOMAN ROLLED out of the Starbucks as it exploded due to another 

barrage from Titanium Man. She got to her feet, leapt into the air to evade a 

falling piece of truck, and clung to the wall of a battle-scorched building. From 

her elevated vantage point she could see U.S.Agent street-fighting with Jack 

O’Lantern. Jack’s bombs were decimating everything in the vicinity as fire and 

chaos spread like a wild tornado of locusts. 

 

Suddenly, Enigma’s voice came over the telepathic team link. *Enigma here. I’m 

tepe-ing you Crossfire’s plot to abduct Chatting Marks and manipulate the 



member vote with his ultrasonic headsets. I think I have things secured up here. 

How are you faring?* 

 

U.S.Agent deflected another grenade with his shield to protect emergency 

personnel that was busy evacuating the area. BOOM! The explosion blew him 

backwards into a Chevy Malibu. *Doin’ fine and dandy, thanks for asking.* He 

rushed back into action.  

 

*Agent is slightly more optimistic than I,* Spider-Woman admitted as she tried to 

evade more force blasts from Titanium Man. He had positioned himself in the 

middle of the street and was taking potshots at her. She couldn’t close in. 

PWOOM! Another blast took out the wall she had jumped on. She rolled onto the 

street and mumbled out loud. “Could use a 

little help here, folks.” 

 

“How about a lot of help!” SHWWOO-PLAM! 

Like a savior from above, the indestructible 

Iron Man landed on the street between 

Titanium Man and Spider-Woman. He planted 

his fist in the hard concrete for dramatic effect. 

 

“Iron Man! It is with sincere pleasure I greet 

you...so that I can crush you!” Titanium Man 

yelled as he charged his enemy.  

 

Iron Man ran towards the green armored bad 

guy. “Well, I’m feeling generous so…” Before 

the two titans impacted, Iron Man did a feint to 

the right, spun around his foe, and punched the 

ground with such force KRA-CHAM! that 

Titanium Man was catapulted into the air 

towards U.S.Agent. “...here’s looking at you, Agent.” 

 

Agent saw Iron Man’s setup, dove under another of Jack O’Lantern’s grenades, 

grabbed the squash-headed villain’s arm that held another explosive and SNAP! 

Jack O’Lantern yelled in extreme agony as Agent flipped the tortured man by his 

broken arm into the air on an intercept course with Titanium Man. Agent held up 

his shield. He had quickly armed Jack’s grenade so BAWHOOOM! “Early 4th of 

July. Courtesy of the U.S. of A.,” Agent snarked. 

 

The flash and smoke cleared. Jack O’Lantern’s headpiece was shattered and 

smoldering. The villain was a burnt and bloody mess. Jack was out for the count. 

Titanium Man rose. He held his head. “Head...ringing. Uuhhh…” 

 

Iron Man, Spider-Woman and U.S.Agent surrounded the Russian villain. “Now 

this is what I call fun,” Spider-Woman remarked. 



 

Iron Man squared off against his Russian-made enemy. “You hurt a lot of people 

here today, Titanium Man. Time to shut you down.” Suddenly, Iron Man’s armor 

glowed yellow. A loud, high-pitched humming issued from the state-of-the-art 

tech. Then SKREE-POOM! a powerful wave of cascading energy shot out in all 

directions. Every street light, neon sign, car engine, and electronic device went 

dead for a two block radius. 

 

Titanium Man stumbled left, then right, then fell on his butt. KLUNK! 

 

“Putin should have invested more in your EMP-defenses and less on his chest 

waxing,” Iron Man glibly said. Under the helmet, Stark could see his own power 

suit’s weapons platform and hydraulic compensators would need a moment to 

recharge. That EMP blast took a lot out of him. But it was worth it to stop this 

madman. And he was sure Spider-Woman and U.S.Agent would appreciate the 

extreme advantage he just handed them. 

 

 

INSIDE THE U.N. building, Moondragon mentally monitored the melee from the 

viewing room. She was assigned to protecting Mr. Marks. They were alone in the 

room. It overlooked the main assembly hall. Suddenly, the lights went out in the 

building. 

 

Chatting adjusted his tie as he looked around in the darkness. “What’s this all 

about?” 

 

“Iron Man just fired off his EMP,” Moondragon said as she opened the door the 

the viewing room and peeked into the hallway. Security personnel, diplomats and 

U.N. staff moved around in a panic relying on the light from the smart phones to 

keep from crashing into things. “Remedial move. Now the building is out of 

power.” She reached out with her telepathy. She wanted to sense anything 

sinister. But there were so many complex thoughts swimming through the 

thousands of minds in the vicinity. So many secrets. Sifting through them to find 

any directed toward Chatting would be a challenging feat. Her priority was to get 

him out of the building into the safety of his armored Escalade. “We have to move 

now,” she said as she pulled Chatting into the hallway. She pushed through 

several staffers. “Stay close.” 

 

Moondragon was upset. There was a time when she could locate a single mind in 

a galaxy. Now she was unable to sort through a building full of thoughts. Was it 

this new universe? Did the High Evolutionary have something to do with this? 

The stress made her lose her telepathic link to her teammates. She was losing her 

focus. And without her focus, her psychic powers could not work! 

 

 



ENIGMA HAD CROSSFIRE pinned to the ground. His last batch of goons hesitated to 

move forward since the Latverian super spy had their boss in such a 

compromising position.  

 

“I have had quite enough,” Crossfire said just as a sonic burst erupted from his 

costume. SHREEK! On instinct, Enigma covered her ears. Crossfire got his 

leverage and brought his bloodied hand around striking Enigma in her throat with 

a vicious karate chop. The female flew backwards clutching her throat in pain. 

Crossfire stood. He pulled his costume taut with his one good hand. “I would love 

to stay for this tête-à-tête, but I have a helicopter to catch. And I am sure my 

mercenaries will accomplish their goals.” 

 

Crossfire’s remaining goons rushed Enigma in an effort to give their master time 

to escape. She felt the telepathic link with her teammates go dead. Was 

Moondragon in trouble? She would worry about that later. Right now, she needed 

to stay focused on her mission to stop Crossfire. She could use him to testify to 

his crime and stop the registration vote. 

 

Goons rushed in. Enigma rushed out. She went into a first base slide, unleashing 

her rapid fire misfit marble gun on the thugs. PHIPT PHIPT PHIPT. The goons 

dropped as Enigma slid through the wounded men. Still mid-slide, she aimed at 

Crossfire’s back. He was almost to the door. PHIPT!  

 

SPAK! “AUGH!” The impact of the projectile caused Crossfire to lose his 

footing. He fell forward, rolled onto his stomach, and, in one swift reflex, 

produced a sonic hand grenade from his belt and tossed it in Enigma’s direction. 

 

SKRREE-BWOOM! Enigma was blasted backwards through a wall by the sonic 

explosion. She suddenly knew what it must feel like to be struck by one of Dr. 

Sound’s attacks. She landed in an adjoining bedroom rolling across the plush 

mattress and striking the headboard with enough force to shatter it into a million 

splinters. KRASSHT! She came to a rest face down on the white down comforter, 

her blood creating an ever-growing crimson stain on the fabric. 

 

Crossfire looked through the hole in the wall. “Sleep well, Enigma. You will have 

one hell of a hangover when you awaken.” With that said, he hurried to his escape 

craft while holding his shot up back with his wounded hand. 

 

The Latverian tried to move. But she nursed a massive headache that seemed to 

paralyze her entire body. Her ears were ringing. This was the second time a 

villainous boss had taken her down. Maybe she was a smite bit overconfident. 

Maybe she should rely on her team more. Maybe...she should find the biggest 

Advil on the planet and swallow it. 

 

 



THE AVENUE WAS a shrapnel-ridden battleground. An epic superhuman skirmish 

had rocked the citizenry out of their normal stupor. And the smell of burning 

debris carried the stench of danger and damage.  

 

Desperation glistened off of Titanium Man’s emerald armor. He was most angry 

at himself for letting the heroes distract him from his main mission. Now they 

would pay! Iron Man’s EMP had taken 95% of his system’s power. He only had 

enough juice for one major shot thanks to a lead-shielded backup battery kept in 

his armor’s torso. He reallocated all of his armor’s remaining power and  released 

a series of bus-crumpling concussive blasts at his assailants.  CHOOM! Iron Man 

was blasted backwards through a bank as CHOOM! Spider-Woman flipped over 

the blast and CHOOM! U.S.Agent blocked the concussive strike with his 

vibranium shield. 

 

Titanium Man’s armor puttered out. It stood in the middle of the street like a 

statue. The man inside ran every protocol for a system restore. It was time to bail 

on this botched mission. At least he granted Iron Man some pain. 

 

He reset his boot jet protocols but found himself distracted when both Spider-

Woman and U.S.Agent came into his view. 

 

“Hey, Agent,” Spider-Woman asked. “You sick of this Pussy Riot reject as much 

as I am?” 

 

“Oh yeah.” Agent grinned. 

 

WHAMMO! I double knock-out punch ended Titanium Man. 

 

 

CHATTING WAS PULLED along by his bald employee. “I 

was hoping our first time in the dark together would be a 

bit more romantic, Moondragon.” 

 

“You really should…” Moondragon stopped speaking 

when she noticed a vent cover pop from its housing near 

the ceiling in the darkened hallway. 

 

An impossibly limber body twisted out of the narrow 

ventilation shaft and dropped directly in front of 

Moondragon and Chatting. The serpentine man raised his 

hands as if to fire a weapon. But Moondragon flashed 

with anger. More super villains. She now had a focus for 

her telepathic powers.  

 

“What in the world…?”Chatting asked.  

 



“Get behind me,” Moondragon ordered her ward. Fueled with disgust, she 

unleashed a psychic blast that blew the bad guy off of his feet.  

 

Within a nanosecond, he was sprawled on the floor gripping his head. His brain 

was on fire. His emotions burned raw to the core. Fear rising with the bile in his 

throat. He glared at the telepath who kept him from his prize. And he seethed with 

dragon-like fury. If he didn’t slay her now, she would undoubtedly finish him off 

with her next strike. He depressed the trigger on his arm gauntlets and aimed his 

murderous poison darts in her direction. “Hail Hydra, mind witch! Courtesy of 

King Cobra!” 

 

POINK! POINK! Moondragon allowed the darts to impact her forearm to protect 

Chatting from the strike. She summoned her super stamina honed from years of 

training with the Shao Lom monks. It dissipated the poison in her bloodstream. 

And she dispatched King Cobra with one last psi-blast. 

 

Chatting stood over the unconscious villain. “Who was this gent?” 

 

Moondragon scanned King Cobra’s mind. “Oh. This is most interesting.” 

 

 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR MARIA Hill kept her arms crossed as she reviewed the 

report she received from Iron Man and Spider-Woman. Besides the 

aforementioned, a strange grouping of characters stood in front her that included 

Chatting Marks, U.S.Agent, Moondragon and a very beat up Enigma. Cartwright 

and Gyrich also stood nearby along with King Cobra. He was held in specially 

designed PsiFi International security cuffs. His hood was removed and a 

disgraced Voorhees was revealed.  

 

Hill repeated the details. “So there were two agendas going on? Crossfire, the 

world’s most wanted spy, planned to use this technology…” She held up the 

translation headsets. “...to mind control the voting members of the U.N. to 

approve the international superhuman registration act.” 

 

“That is what I said,” Enigma said as she rubbed the bruises on her neck. 

 

“And Agent Voorhess of the Commission of Superhuman is in actuality King 

Cobra who was trying to abduct Chatting Marks for Hydra?” Hill recounted. 

 

“I assure you,” Cartwright squirmed, “This is as much a surprise to me as it is to 

you. And a huge embarrassment!” 

 

“As it should be,” Hill replied.  

 

Chatting added, “Which would explain the leak from the Commission that my 

team came to investigate. Thank goodness ΩFORCE was here.” 



 

“If you are quite through patting yourself on the back, Marks, SHIELD has a lot 

of cleanup to do.” Hill signaled to cart away Cobra, Jack O’Lantern and Titanium 

Man. “And it seems you got your way. The registration act vote will be delayed 

until all of this is unraveled.” 

 

Spider-Woman gave Voorhees a glance as he was taken away. King Cobra’s plot 

had failed. But there was honor among Hydra agents. One would reveal another 

agent’s mission only if it was absolutely necessary, even if it ran counter to their 

own. Secrecy was of the utmost importance for Hydra. After all, cut off one 

head… 

 

Lucia Von Bardas, Prime Minister of Latveria, burst onto the scene flanked by her 

security detail. “Enigma! I demand an explanation!” 

 

“I answer only to Doom,” Enigma responded. 

 

Lucia bit her lip. It was not public knowledge that Doom was missing. She was 

not going to be the one to reveal it. “This is far from over, child.” She left as fast 

as she came. 

 

Iron Man gave his attention to Chatting and the three ladies. “So, what are you 

calling yourselves? ΩFORCE? Never heard of you.” 

 

Moondragon said, “Expect to hear more from us in the future.” The telepath 

suddenly received a mental summons from Stronghold. *Team. We need to go. 

K’os has another lead on Psionex.* 

 

Chatting smiled. “Oh. This IS exciting.” He turned to Maria Hill. “Well, then, we 

shall be going. Happy we could be of service. Call me if you’re feeling lonely and 

need a good squeeze.” 

 

Maria was at a loss for words as Chatting and his ladies piled into the Escalade 

and drove away through the battle strewn streets. 

 

U.S.Agent elbowed Iron Man KLUNK! “I gotta’ say. Them dames is fine. I’m not 

much for teams. But I wouldn’t mind playing tic-tac-toe with them, if you know 

what I mean.” 

 

“Actually, I don’t have any idea what you mean,” Iron Man said as he blasted 

away into the atmosphere. 

 

Agent turned to his employers. He scratched his head as Cartwright and Gyrich 

stood by humiliated by the entire day. They looked at their super soldier. Agent 

said, “So. Voorhees, eh? Whoulda thunk?” 

 


